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Missional Living:

Missional Living:

_______________________ existing relationships

_______________________ existing relationships

To have spiritual ________________________

To have spiritual ________________________

To bring __________________________________

To bring __________________________________

INTO their _______________________

INTO their _______________________

4 different kinds of soils

4 different kinds of soils

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

This is a parable for the ____________________

This is a parable for the ____________________

Easy Prey

Easy Prey

Developing the Right Roots

Developing the Right Roots

Both _____________ and __________________.

Both _____________ and __________________.

____________________________ has a choke hold on many of
us!

____________________________ has a choke hold on many of
us!

__________________ as many seeds as you can!

__________________ as many seeds as you can!

Some plants will ________________

Some plants will ________________

Jesus causes ___________________________

Jesus causes ___________________________

We’re just doing _________________________

We’re just doing _________________________

________________ rocks.

________________ rocks.

Planting ___________________.

Planting ___________________.

Caring for _________________ that have been

Caring for _________________ that have been

planted, cared for and are __________________

planted, cared for and are __________________

Taking part ________________________________

Taking part ________________________________

Final Thought:

Final Thought:

Got Questions—Jesus Has the Answers!, Mission: Possible—Living the Great
Commission, and Making Disciples are currently available in print,
on Kindle, and available in audible format on Audible.
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You can find more information on all titles and formats at:
www.ActsofLight.com/acts/books.htm (scan the code below).
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You can provide an added blessing
by signing up for Audible and purchasing one of my books first (you’ll
actually get it for free!).
Audible pays me a bonus if you sign
up and purchase one of my books
first. If you send me a Facebook
note telling me you did this, I will
give you a code to listen to a second
one of my books for free.
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